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A NOTE ON THE NAKAYAMA CONJECTURES

By

R. R. Colby and K. R. Fuller

The Nakayama conjecture states that every finite dimensional algebra of

infinite dominant dimension is QF (see [13], [14], [16]). The generalized

Nakayama conjecture (GNC) of Auslander and Reiten [2], whose verification

would imply Nakayama's conjecture, maintains that the injective envelopes of

all the simple modules over an artin algebra A appear as direct summands of

terms in the minimal injective resolution of A; or equivalently, if aS is simple

then there is an z^O such that ExtA(S, A)=tO. Jans [12] proved that if R is a

left noetherian ring such that the right finitisticglobal dimension of R,

sup{Pd(A/ij)|Pd(Arfl)<c≪}(taken over finitely generated right i?-modules), is

finite then if RM^0 is finitelygenerated there is an i^>0 with Ext%(M, R)^0.

The finitisticdimension conjecture (arising from questions raised in [3] and [12]),

asserts that the finitisticglobal dimension of every finitedimensional algebra

is finite. These conjectures lead us to consider the intermediate condition on

finitelygenerated modules

EXTR(M, /?)=0 implies M=0

where EXT*(M, /?)=ci20Ext^(M, R). We shall say that a ring for which this

condition holds satisfiesthe strong Nakayama conjecture (SNC).

In this note we present a generalization (Theorem 2) of a theorem of

Iwanaga [11] by verifying the SNC for a class of rings that properly includes the

noetherian rings for which the regular module RR has finiteinjective dimension.

We introduce a condition that appears to be considerably weaker than the

ultimately closed condition of [12], [13] and [16] ; and we also show (Proposition

4) that it yields the SNC for a class of algebras that contains those for which

the Nakayama conjecture was verified by Mueller in [13] and is closelyrelated

to those for which the GNC was verified by Auslander and Reiten in [2].

The finitisticdimension conjecture has recently been verifiedfor monomial

(or zero-relation) algebras by Green, Kirkman, and Kuzmanovich [9] and by
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Igusa and Zacharia [10]; also we have been informed that Green and

Zimmermann-Huisgen have proved it for artin algebras with radical cubed zero.

These two classes of algebras bear no apparent relation to the ones for which

we verify the SNC.

We begin with a proposition that serves to characterize those leftnoetherian

rings over which the SNC holds in terms of their projective modules.

1. Proposition. Let R be left noetherian. Then R has a non-zero finitely

generated left module RM with EXTfi(M, R)=0 if and only if there is an exact

sequence of finitelygenerated projective right R-modules

0 ―> Qo ―* Qi ―-> Q2 ―* -

smcA ?/za^,letting Lj=Coker&i

(i) Extfl(Li,i?)^=0 (i.e. kl does not split),and

(ii) ExtULt, R)=0, i^2.

Proof: (H We denote the i?-dual EomR(-, R) by ( )*. Assume the

given conditions and consider the sequence

k* k*
>Qt-^Qt-^*Qt―>rM―>0.

where M=Coker£?=Extjj(Li, R). By condition (i) M=£0 and by condition (ii)

the sequence is exact, since, for z^l, Ker&?/Im&?+i=Extjj(Z,i+1, R)=0. Now

since finitelygenerated projectives are reflexive and their R-duals are projective

we see from the commutative diagram

0 ―> M* ―> Qo** ―>

I-

£** >Q** >...

1 ~ i~

o ―^ Oo ―> <?i ―^ c?2 ―>･･･

that EXT*(M, R)-O.

(=}) Suppose RMi=0 is finitelygenerated with EXTR(M, R)=0 and let

d2 &＼ do
>ps―*p1―+po―+M―*'0

be a projective resolution with all Pt finitelygenerated. Then we get an exact

sequence

df dt
0 ―> p* ―>p* ―> p* ―> ...

and, moreover, since the Pi are reflexive the sequence
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dt* df*
... > p** > p** > p**

is exact showing that, if Lt=Cokerdf, Extje(Lj, R)―O for z^>2. Also, since

off*is not epic, df is not split monic so Ext]j(Z,i,i?)^0.

An injective resolution

<50 8l $2
0―>M―>E0―>EX―>E2―>■■■

of a module M is called ultimately closed (see [12], [13], [16]) in case there is

an n^l such that ＼mdn has a finite decomposition 0jLiW^ with each Wj

isomorphic to a direct summand of some Imd^. with ij<n. We shall say that

the resolution has a redundant image in case some Im<5n=cJLjF,- with each W,

isomorphic to a direct summand of some Im8ij with i^n. The obvious dual

notions pertain to projective resolutions.

We note that it follows from [13, Lemma 1] that if A is an artin algebra

and aM is finitelygenerated, M has an injective resolution of either of tae

above types if and only if its minimal injective resolution is of that type.

Moreover, it seems to have not been previously remarked that one can easily

show in this case that the minimal injective resolution is ultimately closed if

and only if the indecomposable modules that appear as direct summands of the

various Im<5i form a finiteset―namely those that appear in the Im<5i, with

O^i^n ―1. In particular,for aM to have an ultimately closed injective resolution

it is necessary that each indecomposable direct summand of M have one; not

so for a redundant image. Indeed, an injective resolution of M0Imdi has a

redundant image for any i^l.

Our generalization of Iwanaga's [11, Theorem 2] follows. We note that

his proof sufficesif RR has finiteinjective dimension, and our result(as well as

Proposition 4 and Corollary 5) is new under the intermediate hypothesis of an

ultimately closed injective resolution.

2. Theorem. Let R be left noetherian and suppose that the right regular

module RR has an injectiveresolutionwith a redundant image. If EXTfl(M, R)~0

with RM finitelygenerated, then M=0, i.e., the SNC is true for left R-modules.

Proof : Suppose there is an exact sequence of finitelygenerated projective

right i?-modules

O-^Oo

kl
Q

kt

with Li=Cokerki, such that Ext&(Lf,R)―0

Q2

ks

z^2. Then since the sequence is
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exact, Ext&(Lf, ―)=0 for j>i; and if l^/<z,

Ext&(L,, R)=Exth(Lt.J+1, fl)=0

since z―/+12>2. Thus Ext^(L4, i?)=0 if iSJi^i. Now suppose n^l and

di 82

0 ―> Rr ―> Eo ―> Ei ―> Ez ―> ･･･

is an injective resolution with lmdn=RjWj and Wj a direct summand of Imdfj.

for ij^n. Then by Proposition 1 we need only show that Extjj(Li, R)=0. But

Ext^Lx, /?)=Extg+1(LB+i, i?)

=Ext£(LB+,, /,)

scExti(Ln+1>W,)
i

and Extjj(Z,re+1,Wj) is a direct summand of

Ext£(LB+1,Im3t,)=Ext£+1(Z,B+1, R)=0.

In [2] Auslander and Reiten proved that for artin algebras the GNC is

equivalent to the conjecture that a finitely generated generator aG over an

artin algebra A is projective if ExtA(G, G)=0 for all z^l. Moreover they

proved that if aG has an ultimately closed projective resolution and ExtA(G, G)

=0 for all i^l, then AG is projective. One easily checks that, in fact, their

proof of the latter result only requires that the projective resolution has a

redundant kernel. Employing the following lemma, versions of which are

contained in [2] and [13], we shall apply Theorem 2 to show that if AG has

an injective resolution with a redundant image and ExtA(G, G)=0, for all z^l,

then the SNC holds for right EndGG)-modules.

In the cases to be considered, E-dom. dim. M^n just means that the first

n terms Eo, ･･･, £s-i in an injective resolution of M are direct sums of direct

summands of E, i.e., belong to Add Is (see [16]); and E(M) denotes the

injective envelope of M.

3. Lemma. // R is an artinian ring with radical J, e is an idempotent in R

and E=E(Re/Je), then for any n^O, E-dom. dim. R^n-{-2 if and only if eR is

a faithful and balanced right R-dodule and ExtiRe(eR, eR)=O whenever 0<i^n.

Proof : (£=)According to [5, Lemma 2.2] every indecomposable injective

module over eRe is of the form eX where X is an indecomposable direct summand

of RE. Thus the minimal injective resolution of eR is of the form
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0 ―> eReeR ■―>eE0 ―> eEi ―> ■■■

with Ei^A&dE. Now the left exactness of WomeRe(eR, ―) and our assumption

that ExtiRe(eR, eR)=0 for 0<z^n implies exactness up to n in

0 ―> HomeRe(eR, eR) ―> HomeSe(ei?, eE0) ■―>HomeRe(eR, eEr) ―> ■･■

so since eRR is faithful and balanced and

Ei = YiomR(R, Ei)=HorneRe(eR, eEi)

by [5, Lemma 2.1], we obtain an injectiveresolution of R with Eo, E1} ■･･, En+1

in Add-.E.

(=4) Assuming the hypothesis, given the injective resolution

0 ―> RR ―> Eo ―> Ei ■―>■■･

with En, Eu ■■■, En+1 in Add-E, eRR is faithful and balanced by [6, Theorem

4], and we have an exact sequence

0 ―> eR ―> eE0 ―> eEx ―> ･･･―> eEn+1

where the eEif i=l, ･■･, n + 1 are injective by [5, Lemma 2.2]. Now since the

isomorphisms Ei = HomeRe(eR, eEt) are natural, the exactness of the bottom row

of the diagram

Hom,nJeR, ei?,_,)―> Homej?,(eR, eEt) ―> Hom.pJeR, eEi+l)

Proof : Let

1 =

E. _ ,
■

t^i
+ 1

implies that ExtiRe(eR, eR)―O, z―1,■･■, n.

It follows as in Auslander and Reiten [2] that if e is an idempotent in an

artinian ring R such that Re/Je consists precisely of the simples
RS with

EXTR(S, i?)=£0and eReeR has a projective resolution with a redundant kernel,

then R satisfiesthe GNC for left modules. It seems not to be known, even for

algebras, whether the GNC on one side implies it on the other, but regarding

riorhti?-modules we have

4. Proposition. Let e be an idempotent in an artinian ring R such that the

E{Re/Je)-dominant dimension of R isinfinite. If eReeR has an injective resolution

with a redvndant image then the strong Nakayama conjecture is true for right

R-modules.

d0 di d2

0 ―> eReeR ―> Fo ―> Ft ―> ■■■
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be an injective resolution of eR over eRe such that,letting Ki=lmdi, Kn―^jVj

with Vj a direct summand of Kip iji=n. Then Lemma 3 shows that the induced

sequence

0 ―^ RR ―~>EomeRe(eR, Fo) ―^> HomeRe(eR, Fx) ―> ･■■

is exact and, moreover, it follows that we can identify Imdj with UomeRe(eR, Kt)

for z^Q. Thus this is an injective resolution of RR (see [1, Exercise 20.8]),

and lmdn = ^j}iomeRe(eR, V/) is redundant. Now the proposition follows from

Theorem 2.

If aG is a finitely generated generator over an artin algebra A and R =

End(^G) then there is an idempotent e^R and a Morita equivalence F: yl-Mod

―>ei?e-Mod such that F(G) = eReeR. Thus from Lemma 3 and Proposition 4 we

have

5. Corollary. Let aG be a finitely generated generator over an artin

algebra A and suppose that aG has an injectiveresolutionwith a redundant image.

If ExtA(G, G)=0 for i―1,2, ■■■,then the strong Nakayama conjecture is true

for right End(AG)-modules.

An artinian ring R has dominant dimension2gn>0 in case it is QF-3 with

minimal faithful modules Rf and eR such that Rf-dom. dim. R^n ; then Rf =

E(Re/Je) (see [5] and [16]). A well known result of Mueller [13] (see also

[16, Theorem 8.3]) states that if eReeR has an ultimately closed injective

resolution then Nakayama's conjecture is true for R ;it follows from Proposition

4 that a redundant image is sufficient.

6. Corollary. Nakayama's conjecture is true for an artinian QF-3 ring R

with minimal faithful right module eR such that eReeR has an injective resolution

with a redundant image.

7. Remarks: (a) According to Mueller [13, Theorem 9], if aG is a finitely-

generated generator-cogenerator over an algebra A such that aG has an

ultimately closed injective resolution then Nakayama's conjecture is true for

EndQG). It follows from Corollary 6 (see [16, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2]) that,

even if the minimal injective resolution

0 ―> aG ―> EQ ―> Ei ―> ･･･

is not ultimately closed, Nakayama's conjecture is true for End(^(G0Im<ii))

whenever i>l.
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(b) An i?-module M is completely torsion in case EXTR(M, R)―0. Thus

the SNC holds for a ring in case it has no finitelygenerated completely torsion

modules other than 0. On the other hand, considering arbitrary modules,

Nunke's Theorem [15] shows that there are no non-zero completely torsion

abelian groups; while over a simple self injective ring (see [8] for a non-

artinian example) every non-generator is completely torsion. One wonders

exactly which rings have no non-trivial completely torsion modules.

(c) Regarding this last question, if R is a left artinian ring with radical

J and Pi-^Pi-! is a map between arbitrary non-zero projective left i?-modules

such that imdiQJPi-!, then Pf and Pf_x are projective and non-zero (since

products of projective right i?-modules are projective [1, Theorems 19.20 and

28.4]) and Imdf QHomR(Pi, J)=PfJ (since RJ is finitelygenerated). It follows

that, if BM=£0 is completely torsion with minimal projective resolution

d2 dx

>P2 ―>P1 ―> Po ―> M ―> 0

then in the exact sequence

df df

0 ―> Pf ―> Pf ■―>Pt ―> ■■■

Imdf is not projective, so Pd(Imc(f+i)=z for i=l, 2, ■■･.Thus if the finitistic

global dimension (taken over all right i?-modules) of a left artinian ring R is

finite,then R has no non-zero completely torsion left modules, (c.f., Jans [12,

Corollary 3.2] pertaining to finitelygenerated modules.)

(d) It is not difficultto show that the torsionless Lz, Ls, ･■･of Proposition

1 are actually reflexive. It follows that the SNC is true for the algebras

described in the concluding remark (a) of [4].

We conclude with examples of an algebra whose minimal injective resolution

has a redundant image but is not ultimately closed, and one whose minimal

injective resolution does not even have a redundant image.

8. Examples : We employ the notationand results for diagram algebras

and algebra semigroups given in [7, Section1].

(a) Let K be a fieldand let R=KSI where Si is the algebra semigroup

with diagram m.i=3>＼JQ

cp =
x w y

＼ /

z

Q=

02

1

V
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with non-zero products xy―yx=z, e＼=ei, e2wex-=w, exve%=v and exue^―u for

allother nodes u. Then RR = P@Q with P=K&=Re1 and Q=KQ=Re2. More-

over, since the cancellation condition of [7, Section 1] is satisfied, these and

the diagram Rr for RR are strong diagrams, and if Si=Rei/Jei then

E(S1)=U=KCU and E(S2)=V=K<=V

where HJ and c＼?are left ^-modules with diagrams

s
/ ＼

<V= h a c CV=

d

with non-zero iR-scalar products xs―b, ys―c, yb~va

t

I

g

xc

e{in―m for all other nodes m in CUUCV. Now, for k=l

-d, e2a―a, e2g=g> and

2. ･■･.let

M* = JP10-0Pft/Z,

where P = Pi via u^Ui and L is spanned by

{wt, zt＼i=l,■■■, k}＼J{(-iy+1(yj-xj+1)＼j=l, ･･･, k-l) .

Then

M^P/SocP^E/Ra

and each Mk is indecomposable being, for example, an interlacing of k copies

of Mi in the sense of [17]. Now one easily checks that

h'.PxR- @Pk ―> £7x0 - @Uk+1

via

h: llpi^ 2(-l)*+1/>*(Ci-&i+i)
i=i t=i

(where U=Ui via u^>Ui) has

Ker/t=L and Coker/z=Mfe+1cSf+1,

and thus A induces an exact sequence

(#) 0―+Mk―> E{Mk) ―■>Mft+10S|+1 ―> 0.

Finally, we observe that in the minimal injective resolution

Si d2
0 ―> rR ―> Eo ―*･ Ei ―> Ei ―> ･■･

we have

Im di^S&S^Mi
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and

lm8s^U/SlRV/SiRE(M1)/M1

sMicS2cS10M8cSi

so that Im<5i is redundant; and by (#) it follows inductively that the resolution

is not ultmately closed.

(b) For the second example, Kv is an ideal in R and an argument similar

to that just given shows that the minimal injective resolution of R/Kv has no

redundant image. In fact Im5i=S? and Im5* = M|_i, k―2, 3, ･･･(This example

answers a question suggested to us by T. Wakamatsu.)

Addedinproof: In his paper Duality in Noetherian rings, Proc. Amer. Math.

Soc. 12 (1961),829-835, Jans referred to rings with no completely torsion modules

dissatisfyingNunke's condition.
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